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G8 COMMUNICATIONS OFFICIALLY LAUNCHES CLOUD BASED  
MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE  

            

 First shipment of Cloud Based Management Software product (EMU 

Router) received at Los Gatos headquarters. 

 

 G8C confirms the launch of the product which will introduce a new 

recurring revenue line to the business.  

  

 EMU Router product will allow programming, repairs and maintenance as 

well as software updates to be managed remotely.  

 

 EMU Router also allows for cloud based data storage and management. 

 

 First EMU Router sale shipped today to US law enforcement related 

company.  

 

 

The Board of G8 Communications Limited (“G8”) is pleased to advise the official 

launch of its cloud based management software product, EMU Router. G8’s wholly 

owned subsidiary Connected IO has today received the first shipment of 250 units of 

its EMU Router product from its manufacturing headquarters in China. It expects a 

further 750 units to be delivered towards the middle of September.  

The EMU Router product will introduce a recurring revenue model to G8 via remote 

management of information collected and stored on behalf of its customers.  
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Emu Router allows for remote management for all programming, software upgrades 

as well as repairs and maintenance. This feature is particularly relevant for 

companies who require management and control of numerous machines which have 

traditionally been costly and time consuming to manage. The EMU Router provides a 

complete management solution to all cloud based products from one terminal 

eliminating the need for individual human involvement.    

EMU Router will also manage and collate data storage on behalf of customers. This 

option allows customers to either outsource the management of information to G8C 

or to manage themselves, and can target the specific information required. This is a 

huge step in managing effective sales and marketing information.  

G8C have shipped the first EMU Router product today to a US based law 

enforcement company known as Shotspotter. Shotspotter enables intelligent 

analysis of gunfire data and have will trial G8C’s EMU Router product in the 

transmission of gun shots and alerting law enforcement agencies.  

G8C Chief Executive Officer Yakov Temov said “the introduction of the EMU Router 

and a recurring revenue line is a positive result for G8C. We are excited to have 

shipped our first unit in the United States and hope to generate increased upfront 

sales and recurring revenues throughout the balance of 2016 and beyond”.  

 
About G8 Communications 

Connected IO, G8 Communications wholly owned subsidiary is US based wireless 

technology innovator and manufacturer operating in the multi billion-dollar Internet 

of Things (“IoT”) space. G8 specialises in machine to machine (“M2M”) connectivity, 

providing hardware solutions for some of the world’s largest companies including 

Coca Cola, Verizon and AT&T. G8’s software solutions also include a customised 

cloud management interface and variety of support services. Cisco predicts there will 

be 50 billion connected devices by 2020. 

 

Further information please contact: 

Yakov Temov (USA) - yakov@g8communications.com 

Jason Ferris (Aus) - jason@g8communications.com 

www.g8communications.com 
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